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Absfracf-Thin paper presents an implementation of Built-In
Self-Test (BIST) design of Motion Estimation (ME) Computing
Array, which is the main part of MPEG-2 Video Encoder. The
goal of the design is to offer high reliability for the coding
system. Our design is carried out on gate level in both VHDL
and Verilog HDL and then synthesized into FPGA. Design
verification is also performed using logic simulation and fault
simulation.
1. INTRODUCT~ON

MPEG-2 [ I ] is an important standard for the compression
of moving pictures established by Moving Picture Experts
G I O U ~ of International Standard Organization. AS a
commercial chip, it is absolutely necessary for MPEG-2
Video Encoder to introduce design for testability (DFT).
whose goal is to increase the ease with which a device can be
tested, in order to guarantee high reliability of the system. Our
goal in this paper is to present a design which offers high
reliability. In order to reduce the cost and complexity of the
design, we will focus on Motion Estimation (ME), which is
the main part of the encoder.
After analyzing and comparing many DFT technologies, wpe
choose Built-In Self-Test (BIST) [?I [ 3 ] as the method
adopted by the design. By putting test pattern generation and
response analysis logic into the circuit. the circuit with BIST
function can generate test stimulation and analyze test
response without outside support, and then can make the test
and diagnosis of digital system quick and effective.
First, this paper studies the BIST technology. Then, based
on the analysis of‘structiiral features of ME Computing Array
and its basic process element (PE), BIST design is divided
into two pans: the test of PES and the test of data channels.
After the discussion of bow this design is implemented and
verified, a conclusion is given in the end.
11. BIST TECHNOLOGIES

There are many approaches to DFT, which can be divided
into three categories: Ad hoc (problem oriented), structured
and BIST. Among them, B E T has obvious advantages that
make itself the number one choice of this project. For
example, with BIST, there is no need to buy expensive test
equipment, like Automatic Test Equipment, and it can
eficiently reduce the test cost.
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In general, BIST technique refers to the capability of a chip
hoard, or system to test itself. The goal of BIST is to add
components to a design that will allow it to test itself.
Generally, three parts are added to the circuit under test
(CUT) to achieve BlST design: test pattern generator (TPG),
output response analyzer (ORA) and test controller. Fig.1
shows the general module of BIST.
More than one technique can be applied to generate test
pattern, which can be classified in the following groups:
pseudoexhaustive testing [4], pseudorandom testing [j],
weighted random testing [4]. deterministic tests [6] and mixed
mode pattern generation [7], [SI. In this paper, we use the
pseudorandom test technique. which can he implemented with
a Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR) and whose structure
will be discussed later. ORA, the signature analyzer, can also
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Fig. 1. General module ofBIS7

be implemented with a LFSR.
Two general Stmchires of an n-bit LFSR, which are
functionally equal [U], are shown in Fig.2. From the graphs,
we can see the typical pans of LFSR are D-flip-tlops and
XOR gates. which form the shift register and feedback logic
respectively. The value of ‘h’ here is either ‘ 1 ’ or ‘O’, which
means the path exists or not. LFSRs have different
applications for BIST. First, Maximal Length LFSRs can be
used as pseudorandom pattern generators. They can also he
used as signature analyzers, because different input sequences
correspond to different output sequences. We can simply tell
if the input sequences are that we have expected or not
through the output ones. To form a signature analyzer. an
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extra XOR gate and an input are needed to add to a Maximal
length LFSR. This type of signatwe analyzer is called Serial
Input Signature Analyzer (SSA). If multiple inputs are added
parallel to a Maximal length LFSR, h e n forms a Parallel
Input Signature Analyzer (PSA). An LFSR of this structure is
called a Multi-Input LFSR (MISR) as shown in Fig.3.
Ill. FAULTMODELS
Actual physical defects in a circuit I chip are too many to he
considered individually. So some logical fault models are
introduced in practice, which can drastically reduce the
number of faults to he handled and also can cover most of the
possible physical failures.
Here are some common fault models [IO]: the stuck-at
fault model, the stuck-open fault model, the bridging fault
model and the delay fault model. After careful study. we
choose the single stuck-at fault model and the transitional
delay fault model. The single stuck-at fault model is the most
widely used fault model in the industry. It is simple to use
during test generation and fault simulation: research has
shown that it covers a large percentage of physical defects;
and other fault models, can he mapped into sequences of
single stuck-at faults. There are however, some defects that
cannot be covered by the single stuck-at model, that's why we
introduce transitional delay fault model as a supplementary.
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IV. BIST DESIGN OF ME COMPUTING ARRAY

A. drchitecno-eof ME Computing Array
The algorithm for motion estimation studied in this paper is
Full search Black Matching Algorithm (FBMA) [ I l l [I?].
This algorithm is implemented using a systolic array as shown
in Figd. ME Computing Array is made up of Process
Elements (PES) with the size of (16, 16). Resides, some shifl
register sets are added into the m a y to meet the needs of
Motion Estimation algorithm.
PE is made up of two adders, five registers and one XOK
gate. Also there are three array channels connecting PES.
Fig.5 shows the architecture of PE.
The BlST design of ME Computing Array can be divided
into two parts: BlST design of PE and BlST design of array
channels.

B. BIST design ofPE
In order to simplify the test design, our BET design of PE
focuses on the two adders, using single stuck-at fault model.
Adderl, the left adder in Fig.5, is an 8-hit ripple carry adder
(RCA); and adder2, the right one, is a 12-bit adder cascaded
by three 4-bit carry lookahead adders (CLAs). We will discuss
the test pattern generation, the output response analysis, the
colleting & comparing and the test stralegy.
I ) Test Patiern Generation ofAdderl
It can be proved [13] that single stuck-at faults of an 8-bit
RCA can be covered by the test patterns shown in TABLE I.
These 17-hit test patterns can he simplified as 3-hit patterns
by some means and generated by a 3-hit LFSR, as shown in
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Fig. 6, after adding some extra logics.
2) Tesi Patten? Generation of Adder2
It can be proved [I31 that single stuck-at faults of a 4-bit
CLA can be covered by the test patterns shown in TABLE 11.
If these 9-hit test patterns are generated by a 9-bit LFSR, it
will need 512 test clocks, but after some improvement these
test patterns can he generated by a 5-bit shift register and a 4bit length-changing LFSR. which will only cost 32 test clocks
and therefore can dramatically shorten the test period. What is
more. by some means, single stuck-at faults of both the three
CLAs and the c a r p chain connecting them can be covered by
these test patterns. Fig.7 shows the structure of the 4-bit
length-changing LFSR.
3) Oirtptrt Rr.spon.se Ana!iisi.s
Output response analysis of the two adders can be
implemented by a PSA formed by a I2-hit MISR, the
stnicture of which has been discussed above. The outputs of
the adders with the input test patterns can he calculated. and if
the PSA is initialized properly, the output sequence of PSA
after the test should be all ‘O’, which is easy to check.
4) Collectin,g & Comparing Construct
After testing, the output sequence of the PS.4 in each PE
will be sequentially pumped out of the array into one
Collecting & Comparing Construct, at which the test results
will be collected and compared with the expectations
calculated in advance, and a final test conclusion will be given
according to the results.
5) Test Strategy qfPE
.4s for a BIST design, test constriict mnst he implemented
inside the same chip of the CUT. The principle of the design
is to add extra hardware spending as little as possible. One of
the ways is to multiplex some of the existing parts of CUT.
Details of how the multiplexing is implemented in PE are as
following:
Register of Reference Block and Register of Search
Block can be reconstructed as LFSRs to generate the two
addends of adder I .
Register1 and Register2 cm be reconstructed as LFSRs to
generate the two addends of added
Backup Register of Reference Block can he reconstructed
as Signature Analyzer to perform the output response
analysis o f adder1 and adder2.
The two adders are tested sequentially.

C. BIST Design u / A r r q Channels
From Fig.5, we can see that there are three channels to be
tested. Transitional delay fault model is adopted here. The
faults of this model can be covered by the following test
patterns: ooo...ooo +ooo...ooo + I I I...I I I + I I I...I I I + ooo...000.
These test patterns are generated by the test controller
directly and the test results are verified by the Collecting &
Comparing Construct mentioned above.
D. Architecture ofBIST ofiW Compuring Away
As a whole, there are three modules: the reconstructed ME
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Fig. S. A waveform for logic simulation

computing array with TPGs and ORAs, Collecting &
Comparing Construct and Test Controller. The functions of
Test Controller are to control the chip to be in and out of the
test mode and to control the test process.

E. Test Process
First. all the PES are tested in parallel and inside each PE
adders are tested sequentially. Finally, the three array
channels are tested in parallel.
When the tirst test result is sent out of the array (at the 9th
test clock), the Collecting & Comparing Construct will begin
working and it will end 8 test clocks later than the time that all
the results have been pumped out. The whole test period is
1286 test clocks.

v.

DESIGNIMPLEMENTATION AND VERIFICATION

The design is carried out top-down at the gate level in the
system of Max+plns 11 in VHDL and Verilog HDL and
synthesized into the FPGA FLEXlOKlOO (100,000 logic
gates) of ALTERA.
The design verification is performed in two steps: logic
simulation and fault simulation.
Logic simulation is executed in Max+plus I1 by means of
wavefonn and the design finally passes both the unit test and
the integrated test. Fig.8 shows an example of the waveforms
for logic simulation.
Fault simulation, executed in Verifault of Cadence, has two
purposes: one is lo verify the validity of the test patterns used
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in the test of adders and the other is to verify if the
simplification in test of PE is reasonable.

A. Faiilt Simirlation of adders
Single stuck-at faults of the two adders are simulated using
the test patterns mentioned above. From the fault coverage
report shown in Fig.9, we can see the coverage ratio is 100%.
This perfectly proves the validity of the test patterns,
B. Faulr Simulation <ifPE

There are tWo reports shown in Fig.10. The first report tells
us the sum of faults of the two adders plus the three re,'w t e r s
in PE, the second tells us the sum of faults of the whole PE.
Note that the faults of the three registers axe covered by the
test of array channels. The fault coverage of PE is 96%. That
means the simplification in the BlST design of PE is
reasonable.

VI. CONCLUSION
The simplification in BlST design of PE is proved to be
reasonable, through which the extra hardware spending
introduced by BIST and the time cost of test are reduced.
Original resources of the CUT are adequately mulliplexed.
effectively decreasing the cost for the added hardware.
The LFSR used to generate the test patterns of Adder2 is
improved from a 9-bit LFSR to a 4-bit changing LFSR adding
a 5-bit shift register, dramatically shortening the test period.
Finally, our design is synthesized into an FPGA, and fully
verified through logic simulation and fault simulation.
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